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Derived Inflation Forecasts from Recent Inflation Expectations:  
An Ex Post Facto Analysis

for time varying bias in IE and by estimating the mean 

of posterior distribution for given prior information 

on IE. 

 The remainder of this article is organised as 

follows. Section II presents recent trends in household 

IE followed by an overview of the variations observed 

in IE across demographic groups during 2018-191 and 

2019-20 in Section III. Inflation forecasts using IE 

and their performance in recent period is studied in 

Section IV. Section V summarises the findings of the 

study.

II. Recent Trends in Households’ Inflation 
Expectations

 This section discusses households’ expectations 

on general prices vis-à-vis movements in Consumer 

Price Index-Urban2 (CPI-U). The net response on 

general price levels3 for both three months and one 

year ahead horizons during 2019-20 witnessed a 

gradual rise, broadly in-sync with the movement of 

CPI-U index (Chart Ia). In Q3:2019-20, vegetable prices 

picked up sharply but declined in the next quarter. 

This contained worsening of households’ outlook on 

food prices in this period. The rise in transportation 

and communication prices in CPI-U during the same 

period impacted households’ expectations on the cost 

of services (Annex, Charts A(i) to A(v)).

 Households’ sentiments on general inflation4 

fluctuated widely during 2019-20 (Chart Ib). The net 

response on the rate of increase of general prices5 

for both three months and one year ahead horizons 

Inflation expectations of households are found to be 
highly sensitive to actual inflation in India, with specific 
attributes of households such as their age profile, profession 
and geographic location contributing variations in 
formation of expectations. This article derives inflation 
forecasts from recent data on inflation expectations using 
two methods: (i) correcting for time varying bias in 
expectations and (ii) posterior mean. A simple average of 
such derived forecasts appears to perform better in tracing 
the likely evolution of actual inflation relative to the 
individual forecasts. 

Introduction

 Survey based information on inflation 

expectations (IE) of households provide useful inputs 

for the conduct of monetary policy. It can potentially 

help assess the future wage-setting behaviour and likely 

changes in households’ financial decision-making. 

The Reserve Bank of India has been conducting the 

Inflation Expectations Survey of Households (IESH) 

since September 2005, which elicits qualitative and 

quantitative responses of households’ expectations 

on changes in price levels and inflation for three 

months and one year ahead periods. Presently, the 

survey is conducted in 18 cities and covers about 

6,000 households in each round.

 Households constituting the major share 

of consumption demand in the economy, their 

experiences of inflation and expectations about the 

outlook on future inflation assume vital importance 

for policy making. This article attempts a comparative 

study of two existing methodologies, viz., by correcting 

* Prepared by Purnima Shaw, A. R. Jayaraman, Arindam Chandra and 
Tushar B. Das of Division of Household Surveys, Department of Statistics 
and Information Management. The views expressed in the article are those 
of the authors and do not represent the views of the Reserve Bank of India.
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Recent Inflation Expectations: 
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1 The review for 2018-19 is available in https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/
BS_ViewBulletin.aspx?Id=18645 
2 CPI-U index of corresponding survey month 
3 Net Response(NR) on price level = Proportion of respondents expecting 
prices to increase minus proportion of respondents expecting prices to 
decrease
4 CPI-U headline inflation of corresponding survey month
5 Net Response on rate of price increase = Proportion of respondents 
expecting prices to increase at more than the current rate of inflation minus 
proportion of respondents expecting prices to increase at less than the 
current rate of inflation
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reached its peak in Q3:2019-20. However, it mellowed 

subsequently on the back of sharp drop in vegetable 

inflation. Households’ outlook on non-food inflation 

also took a sharp upturn in the third quarter of  

2019-20, partly due to higher inflation in petrol 

and diesel, which moved from negative to positive 

territory (Annex, Charts B(i) to B(v)).

 Households’ median IE, which was exhibiting 

a declining trend since Q3:2018-19, registered an 

uptick in Q2:2019-20 on the back of mounting food 

inflation. Median inflation expectations rose by 70 

basis points for the next three months and by 90  

basis points for a year ahead in Q4:2019-20 over 

Q4:2018-19. The gap between median inflation 

perception and the expectations widened, especially 

for one year ahead, during the second half of 2019-20 

(Chart II). The inflation perceptions and expectations 

broadly tracked the CPI-U inflation during the study 

period.

Chart I. General Prices and Inflation –Net Responses 

‘NR-level 3M’ denotes Net Response on price levels for three months ahead horizon
‘NR-level 1Y’ denotes Net Response on price levels for one year ahead horizon
‘NR-Inflation 3M’ denotes Net Response on rate of price increase for three months ahead horizon
‘NR-Inflation 1Y’ denotes Net Response on rate of price increase for one year ahead horizon

a. Price level b. Inflation

Chart II. Quantitative IE vis-à-vis CPI-U Inflation

a. Mean b. Median
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III. Households’ Attributes Versus Differential in 

Inflation Expectations 

 Consumers react differently to changes in 

prices and so is their behaviour in forming inflation 

expectations and future economic plans. The variation 

in attitudes impacts their buying, consumption and 

investment patterns, which in turn contribute to 

future inflation. Perceptions, expectations as well as 

attitudes towards prices are required to be captured on 

a continuous basis (Mueller, 1959). The differentials in 

IE among various categories of consumers impact the 

economy through various channels, e.g., asset market 

models, investments, etc. (Gnan et al., 2011). The 

errors in forecasts of economic variables by consumers 

in Michigan survey6 are systematically correlated with 

their demographic characteristics (Souleles, 2004). In 

the Indian context, it is recognised that heterogeneity 

across various categories of households has an impact 

on formation of inflationary expectations (Goyal and 

Parab, 2019). 

 To understand the influence of the demographic 

characteristics of respondents on households’ IE, 

this article has examined the variations in IE across 

different occupation groups and age profile of 

respondents for the recent period. Looking at the 

round-to-round percentage changes in median IE 

of different groups of respondents, it is found that 

changes in IE were mostly broad-based in the same 

direction (Chart III). In recent period, fluctuations 

in overall three months ahead and one year ahead 

IE largely occurred on the back of variation in 

sentiments of financial sector employees. On the 

other hand, respondents in the age group of 55 to 

60 years contributed the most to changes in three 

months ahead IE and the movements in one year 

ahead IE were driven by respondents in 50 to 55 

years and 55 to 60 years age groups (Chart IV).

 The city-wise variation in the respondents’ 

outlook on future inflation was studied by classifying 

the quantitative IE under five groups, viz., ‘less than 6 

per cent’, ‘6 per cent to 10 per cent’, ’10 per cent to 12 

per cent’, ‘12 per cent to 16 per cent’ and ‘more than 16 

per cent’. For each city, the percentage of respondents 

with IE in these groups’ and the corresponding state’s 

CPI-U inflation (during the survey month) over the 

survey rounds of 2018-19 and 2019-20 are plotted in 

6 https://www.src.isr.umich.edu/projects/surveys-of-consumers-attitudes-sca/  

Chart III. Round-to-Round Changes in IE of Respondents Among Various Occupation Categories

a. Three months  ahead b. One year ahead 
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Chart V. A sharp rise was observed in the realised CPI-U 

inflation in most of the states during Q3:2019-20. As 

a result, respondents in most of the survey centres 

shifted their IE to the highest inflation bracket during 

Chart IV. Round-to-Round Changes in IE of Respondents Among Various Age-Groups

Chart V. Distribution of IE across Cities (Contd.)

a. Three months ahead 

a. Three months ahead 

b. One year ahead
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the period. This was more prominent in Ahmedabad, 

Chennai, Hyderabad and Kolkata. Differentials in 

households’ inflation outlook seen above, across 

different respondent groups and geographic locations, 

may be attributed to their differences in collecting 

and assimilating the information while forming the 

expectations (Gnan et al., 2011). 

IV. Inflation Forecasts Derived from Inflation 

Expectations

 Among the several objectives of capturing 

households’ IE, one important purpose is to attain 

an idea about futuristic inflation. For this purpose, 

however, IE should be rational and as a crucial 

condition of rationality must pass the test of 

Chart V. Distribution of IE across Cities (Concld.)

b. One year ahead

unbiasedness. According to recent empirical research, 

this condition is not satisfied in the Indian context 

(Shaw, 2019).

 Assuming the bias  to be time-varying as 

shown in equation (1) below, an autoregressive (AR) 

model as per equation (2), helps in predicting the 

future bias in expectations (hereafter referred to as 

“Adjustment using Time Varying Bias Prediction 
Method (ATVBPM)”) (Kim and Kim, 2009). The IE for 

the future period is then corrected for the predicted 

bias and the resulting estimate provides an inflation 

forecast. Further, by studying households’ IE in the 

Indian context from Q2:2008-09 to Q4:2018-19, it has 

been proved that ‘ATVBPM’ improves the degree of 

accuracy of inflation forecasts (Shaw et al., 2019). 
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 (1)

  (2)

 = IE for time period t made at time point 
(t – 1), 

 = realised inflation at time period 
t   

 = number of lags of  

,    

 Alternatively, Shaw (2019) used a method 

suggested by Batchelor (2006) to convert IE into 

rational IE (hereafter referred as “Posterior Mean 
(PM)”) and found that it results in efficient inflation 

forecasts. This procedure postulates models given 

in equations (3) and (4) and derives the posterior 

distribution of inflation given the IE as shown in 

equation (5) with parameters given in equations (6) 

and (7). The estimate of the posterior mean  gives 

inflation forecast for the period t. 

, 
(3)

(4)

= IE for time period t made by jth group 

(taken as city) of respondents at time 

point (t – 1)

= inflation target, taken as 4 per cent

= probability with which the inflation 

target will be enforced; it differs among 

various groups of respondents and hence 

considered here as the proportion of 

respondents in the jth city with  

in the range of 3 per cent to 5 percent 

= time series prediction of inflation for 

time point t

(5)

(6)

(7)

 The following analysis checks robustness of 

earlier findings for recent periods and examines 

empirically the efficacy of the forecast combination, 

through simple average. Following ‘ATVBPM’ and  

‘PM’ and using three months ahead mean IE, one 

quarter ahead out-of-sample CPI Combined7 (CPI-C) 

inflation forecasts are computed for the period 

Q2:2017-18 to Q4:2019-20. Besides, in this article, 

average forecasts (‘AVG’) based on ‘ATVBPM’ and ‘PM’ 

are also computed. These inflation forecasts are then 

compared with the inflation forecasts obtained based 

on ‘Random Walk (RW)’ with drift and ‘AR(1)’ models. 

Keeping ‘RW’ model as the benchmark, the Relative 

Average Absolute Deviations (‘RAADM’), given in 

equation (8), identifies a better model for forecasting. 

Lower the value of RAADM, better is the model ‘M’ for 

forecasting inflation, in comparison to the benchmark 

model ‘RW’. 

(8)

RAADM = average absolute deviation of forecasts 

computed using model ‘M’ from actual 

CPI-C inflation relative to benchmark 

model ‘RW’, where,

M = {AR(1), ATVBPM, PM, AVG}

AADRW = average absolute deviation of forecasts 

computed using benchmark model ‘RW’ 

from actual CPI-C inflation

AADM = average absolute deviation of forecasts 

computed using model ‘M’ from actual 

CPI-C inflation 

7 To study the overall scenario, CPI-C inflation series has been used as the 
target variable. Shaw (2019) presents forecasts for both CPI-C inflation and 
CPI-U inflation. 
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 Table 1 and Chart 6 show that inflation forecasts 

obtained by taking the average of forecasts from 

‘ATVBPM’ and ‘PM’ perform better than the individual 

forecasts as shown by the lowest value of ‘RAADM’ for 

average forecasts.

V. Conclusion

 This study analyses the formation of households’ 

inflation expectations and finds that households’ 

inflation sentiments have been highly influenced by 

their experiences of the actual inflation. Households’ 

attributes such as the age-profile and profession are 

found to contribute to differences observed in the 

formation of inflation expectations. As inflation 

expectations seem to contain lead information about 

plausible inflation trajectory, this article converts 

survey-based inflation expectations to inflation 

Table 1. Performance of Inflation Forecasts
Method RAAD

Auto Regressive Model: AR(1) 93.07

Adjustment using Time Varying Bias Prediction Method (ATVBPM) 92.75

Posterior Mean (PM) 83.21

Average of ATVBPM and PM (AVG) 82.14

forecasts using two existing methodologies, viz., 

correcting for time varying bias in expectations and 

posterior mean as well as a combination of individual 

forecasts. The average of forecasts is found to provide 

better forecasts in terms of both the direction and 

magnitude of change in actual inflation. Further, 

future research covering whole range of alternative 

methodologies and over a longer time horizon could 

help ensure robustness of the findings. 
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Chart VI. Inflation Forecasts vis-à-vis  
CPI-C Inflation
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Annex - Charts

A(i). Food - Prices 

A(ii). Non-Food - Prices

B(i). Food - Inflation

B(ii). Non-Food - Inflation

Note: Since March 2020 CPI indices and inflation figures for petrol and diesel are not available, February 2020 figures have been used.
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A(iii). Household Durables - Prices

A(iv). Housing - Prices

A(v). Services - Cost

B(iii). Household Durables - Inflation

B(iv). Housing - Inflation

B(v). Services - Inflation
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